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FALKE Men´s Legwear Autumn/Winter 2019/20 

Nirvana  

 

Escaping the fast-paced world and savouring the moment: This is an absolute must 

from time to time in order to find oneself and be able to accept change, especially 

in today’s globalised, constantly changing world. With its Men's Legwear Collection 

Autumn/Winter 2019/20, FALKE embarks on an emotional journey through mysticism, 

spirituality and symbolism. Vibrant and bright colours from the world of spiritualism 

merge with dark tones inspired by occultism and the supernatural. Inspired by 

druidism, the collection is rounded off by the natural colours of the wild and rugged 

nature of Scottish coasts and landscapes. 

 
FALKE Men's Legwear highlights: 

FALKE Milky Way Minimalist stars, moons and suns create an elegant pattern on the 

viscose socks for a modern, classic business style. 

 

FALKE Mindfulness The 360˚ print articles with special motifs and brilliant colours 

thanks to mercerised cotton create strong contrasts and lend a stylish look to the 

trendy man. 

 

FALKE Royal Clash A classic checked pattern is combined with elegant paisley to 

create a modern design that catches the eye when worn with an elegant suit. 

 

FALKE Land Energy This wintery style with a bulky camouflage look thanks to various 

effect yarns is reminiscent of the wild landscape of the Scottish Highlands and can 

be perfectly combined with casual outfits. 

 

FALKE Faded The coarsely knitted boot socks with a masculine, rough effect thanks 

to a bulky yarn with a washed out finish is the perfect companion for rustic boots. 

 

FALKE Luxury Christmas special 

The luxurious FALKE Occult Elite knee highs with a slight sheen and a high-quality 

combination of merino and silk, featuring an exclusive embroidery in the style of an 

all-seeing eye, are the highlight for a distinctive look. 


